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THE
PROJECT
The
project
was
approved
under
the
framework
Erasmus+
programme in 2020 with
the aim of going deeper
into family conflicts in
Europe.

The family is the smallest system in European
society, the starting point for democracy building
and social change, and therefore deserves
special support.
We know from our previous project that families
across Europe are in conflict about similar issues,
that almost everyone is "stuck" in the same
places.
There we have exchanged ideas in a consortium
of DE, AT, BG, ES and GR, collected the results
and prepared them for publication.

Europarents 2020 will be based on previous results: first
we will carry out a survey in order to be able to orient our
following approach precisely to the needs of parents.
'

After that, we want to develop together a game that
facilitates and stimulates communication on difficult
topics in the family.
By playing the game, you will not only get an idea of how
certain issues affect families all over Europe, but you will
also come into direct contact with approaches from
other countries and be able to reflect on them in a
playful way.
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CONTEXT
PRIORITIES
OBJECTIVES
HORIZONTAL PRIORITY
Supporting educators, youth workers, educational leaders and support staff
PRIORITY:
ADULT EDUCATION: Extending and developing the competences of educators and
other personnel who support adult learners
TOPICS:
Health and wellbeing / Social dialogue

The aim of the project is a low-cost exchange on especially
significant and contentious issues in family counselling as
well as in adult education on family issues.

"Europarents" project aims
to provide (social)
educators, counsellors and
adult trainers from
different institutions with
a high quality tool for
family counselling and
support, as an educational
game.
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INTELECTUAL OUTPUTS

IO1 - Comparison and
analysis of the situation of
families in Europe
Study/Analysis/Data collection

Through desk research, the aim is to identify,
at national/country partner level, the problems
and needs of families in the 21st century.

IO2 - Europarents the game
Educational material/training/learning game
A game that creates a pleasant
atmosphere can be particularly useful for
addressing and reflecting on controversial
and potentially unpleasant issues.
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IO1 - Comparison and analysis of the
situation of families in Europe

The
results
influence
the
development of play that facilitates
and stimulates communication.
Interviews in all languages of the
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IO2 - Europarents - the game
Learning content can
be better internalised
the more positive the
emotional state is at
the time of teaching

Playing cards. Exchange and union
Themes:
Education (especially media education,
differentiating concepts, etc.)
Money management
Communication and culture of controversy
Compatibility of family and work
Gender equality
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Reflection and
time together to
discuss
relationship
issues

Reaching the largest
possible population

THE GAME:
''FAMILYTIME''
For parents/families
in a relaxed
atmosphere

Tested in the
different languages
of the consortium
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TRANSNATIONAL PROJECT
MEETING

THERE WILL BE 4 TRANSNATIONAL MEETINGS

KICK OFF
Winsen/Luhe,
GERMANY

2TPM
AUSTRIA

3TPM
SPAIN

4TPM
BULGARIA
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PARTNERS
Coordinator. Systeme in Bewegung
The project "Systeme in Bewegung" was founded in
2014 and has been registered as a non-profit
association since 2016, based in Winsen/Luhe.
Systeme in Bewegung is an educational and
counselling institution for young people and
adults.
The aim of the association is to support and assist
parents and families and to promote family
cohesion.
SiB has been offering counselling and courses for
families since 2016. SiB offers educational and
counselling for the Stiftung Medien-Stiftung, and
stress management competence courses for child
carers and parents or exercise courses for other
organisations.

http://www.systemeinbewegung.de/
Winsen, Germany
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Akademie für politische Bildung und
demokratiefördernde Maßnahmen
The Academy for Civic Education and Promotion of
Democracy is a non-profit association working for civic
education, prevention of educational inequalities, equal
opportunities for unemployed and workers of all ages,
immigrants and especially women in the labour market. We
support the personal and academic development of
children, adults and disadvantaged people through a wide
range of educational opportunities for schools, companies
and public institutions.

The aim of our activities is to promote civic education
through specific educational opportunities, international
understanding and cooperation, written, visual and
auditory documentation, and to help disadvantaged
groups to participate in society. We fulfil our mission
through workshops and counselling, research and
publications.

http://www.pb-akademie.at/
Linz, Austria
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AIFED. Asociación de Innovación Formación y Empleo
para el Desarrollo Sostenible
AIFED is a regional organisation working in the field of education, culture
and employment in Granada, Spain. It is an initiative of some collaborators
with experience in European and educational programmes to create a
non-profit association with a humanistic character.
We work mainly in the promotion and management of training, innovation
and employment in different fields of education and culture. We are also
an active association in the field of social services. AIFED participates with
other local, regional, national and international bodies in the organisation
of cultural and training activities for innovation and access to employment.
AIFED develops European and national programmes, cultural and
employment promotion activities. We support the development and
promotion of volunteer programmes and encourage e-learning in
vocational education and training. We defend the rights of teachers.
Thanks to our experience, we have built up a network of associations and
co-operation partners with whom we work in different fields, including
European partners.

aifed@aifed.es
Granada, Spain
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LERNWERKSTATT EUROPA
Lernwerkstatt Europa e.V., which is called Lewke, is
based in Pleven/Bulgaria.
It was founded in 2012 and has three employees
and volunteers with pedagogical and sociopedagogical job profiles. The team is familiar with
project organisation. Lewke's aim is to support
social integration and personality fulfilment by
respecting the needs of children, young people,
families, people of retirement age, disabled people
and people with special social problems.
In this context, the association creates an
environment for education, training and culture.
Since the foundation of the association, cooperations have been established especially with
the city of Pleven.
These concern the support of young people,
families and the field of education in the social
support system.
LewkE assumes responsibility for media education
in Bulgaria, is setting up a national network for this
purpose and offers educational support in the form
of pedagogical counselling.

https://lernwerkstatt-bg.eu/
Pleven, Bulgaria
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EDUCOMMART

https://www.educommart.org
Greece

Educommart is a non-profit
organisation founded in 2016 and
based in Athens. It defines itself as
a meeting point for creative
educational paths for children,
teenagers and young adults who
have the desire to shape their own
life trajectory in a meaningful way.
At the same time, it is a meeting
point for partner institutions that
want to address social and
economic obstacles with their
projects and develop and
implement educational
programmes together with
educommart.
For this, it provides ways to enrich
the personal lives of individuals in
their everyday and professional
lives, thus positively influencing our
society as a whole. To achieve its
goals, educommart puts values
such as charity, solidarity,
cooperation and trust at the
forefront. Educommart wants to
create space for new structures
and impulses for a holistic
approach to education.
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Stiftung Medien- und Onlinesucht
Stiftung Medien und Online Sucht hereinafter SMOS is a non
profit foundation It is based in Lower Saxony SMOS was founded
in 2007 and has 6 full time employees and volunteers with
pedagogical socio pedagogical and psychological profiles
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Apart from the media addiction scenario they are confronted
daily with the problem of excessive media consumption Their aim
is to help in this field The promotion of digital competence is the
commitment of SMOS especially for children young people
parents and educators Since its founding the foundation has
been involved in various fields to this end
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It is the founding network of a national support system
In the European context SMOS coordinated several learning
partnerships and workshops in the field of adult education
and vocational training
It is involved in the organisation of the annual European Safer
Internet Day and is listed in Klicksafe
At regional level it is involved in several early childhood
education projects
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https www stiftung medienundonlinesucht de
Lünerburg Germany
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The European Commission's support for the production of this publication does not constitute an
endorsement of the contents, which reflect the views only of the authors, and the Commission cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.

